Simultaneous estimation of blood flow rate and tissue temperature.
A new method for simultaneously estimating blood flow rate and tissue temperature under a RF hyperthermia treatment is presented. In this method the finite element method is used to solve the two-dimensional Laplace equation for a specific absorption rate (SAR) distribution and the two-dimensional bioheat transfer equation for a tissue temperature distribution from the SAR pattern over a cross-section of a patient-specific model input from computer tomography images. Blood flow rates used in the temperature distribution computation are determined from basal values given for respective types of tissues and tissue temperatures through an assumed function that is intended to represent the temperature dependence of the blood flow rate. The tissue temperature computation procedure is iterated until the estimated temperature at a given sampling point matches a measured value at that point. This iterative procedure allows one to simultaneously estimate blood flow rate and tissue temperature. This paper describes the numerical method along with results of rudimentary in vivo measurements made in a human brain, where blood flow rate was measured by the single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) imaging technique and tissue temperature was measured by an invasive probe technique.